G LOB A L P O L I T I C A L ASSESSMEN T
[1 +HOURS]
OV ER V I EW
“To defy or deny reality, alone and isolated, is not the same as to change it.” Starhawk, Truth or Dare (p. 83)
This section works to push us collectively, as US-based rabble rousers, to think more broadly about global realities
of power and domination, and how they have morphed and changed over the last decade across the globe.

G OA L S
•
•
•

To engage in conversation about global systems, power, and patterns from a wide-angle lens
To analyze trends in how power is changing globally
To connect participants to the realities and impacts of US hegemony around the world

T I M E NEED ED
1 hour

M A T ER I AL S NEE DE D
Flip chart, tape, markers to capture converation and write up prompts, write up of hegemony. If you choose to do
the modification of the chart with images and examples, those must be printed ahead of time.

OP E N I NG
Optional poetic tone-setting: ‘Imagine the Angels of Bread’ by Martín Espada (opposite).

F RA M I NG
In this session we will be examining some of the (often unseen and invisibilized) values that drive how our current
economic, political, and social systems are organized. All of the them are decidedly unfeminist and anti-feminist!
To start, let’s briefly list, Who or what is valued most in our world today? Folks may name very specific things or
people, and that’s fine. Use follow-up questions to get to generalizations and patterns.
Consider:
•

wealth and markets

•

technological connectivity

•

profits to elites (no matter the cost)

•

success (survival of the fittest, might makes right)

•

military dominance

•

disposability (of people and planet)

•

individualism

Today we’ll focus on three core values that underlie all of these: greed, domination, and forced/high-speed chaos.
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I M AG I N E the Angels of Bread
MARTÍN ESPADA

This is the year that squatters evict landlords, gazing like admirals
from the rail
of the roofdeck
or levitating hands in praise
of steam in the shower;
this is the year
that shawled refugees deport judges, who stare at the floor
and their swollen feet
as files are stamped
with their destination;
this is the year that police revolvers, stove-hot, blister the fingers
of raging cops,
and nightsticks splinter
in their palms;
this is the year
that darkskinned men
lynched a century ago
return to sip coffee quietly
with the apologizing descendants
of their executioners.
This is the year that those
who swim the border’s undertow
and shiver in boxcars
are greeted with trumpets and drums
at the first railroad crossing
on the other side;
this is the year that the hands
pulling tomatoes from the vine
uproot the deed to the earth that sprouts the vine, the hands
canning tomatoes
are named in the will
that owns the bedlam of the cannery;
this is the year that the eyes
stinging from the poison that purifies toilets awaken at last to the
sight
of a rooster-loud hillside,
pilgrimage of immigrant birth;
this is the year that cockroaches
become extinct, that no doctor
finds a roach embedded
in the ear of an infant;
this is the year that the food stamps
of adolescent mothers
are auctioned like gold doubloons,
and no coin is given to buy machetes
for the next bouquet of severed heads
in coffee plantation country.
If the abolition of slave-manacles
began as a vision of hands without manacles, then this is the year;
if the shutdown of extermination camps
began as imagination of a land
without barbed wire or the crematorium,
then this is the year;
if every rebellion begins with the idea
that conquerors on horseback
are not many-legged gods, that they too drown if plunged in the river,
then this is the year.
So may every humiliated mouth, teeth like desecrated headstones,
fill with the angels of bread.

UN DER S TA N DI N G
C ULT UR A L H EG EMO N Y
Hegemony is a fancy word for a simple concept:
leadership or dominance, especially by
one country or social group over others.
Much of the thinking on the more nuanced
Marxist concept of cultural hegemony comes
from the scholar Antonio Gramsci, who developed
a theory of dominance rooted in the unwitting
consent of the dominated. Gramsci explained that
the ruling class can so successfully manipulate the
values system of a society that their view becomes
the view that everyone holds by default. It’s not
even something we think about or notice; rather,
it feels like common sense. This makes it hard for
us to identify or explain it, and even harder to
disrupt it!
A good analogy is a goldfish swimming in water
inside a goldfish bowl. The fish wouldn’t have
a concept of wetness, having never experienced
dryness, and the idea that there are other realities
beyond the bowl would be almost unthinkable.
We don’t need to worry about the fish trying to
escape; she can’t imagine it, so she’s unlikely
to try.
We can say that the values of greed,
dominance, and forced/high-speed chaos that
underlie our current economic, political, and
social systems are hegemonic because they are
like the water and our bowl alike: everywhere,
always, rarely if ever mentioned, and almost
universally accepted by the elites they serve and
the people they harm alike.
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2 1 s t CEN T U R Y PO W E R SHIF T S
The way power and resources are organized is always shifting, though the dynamics of systems of domination and
oppression are timeless. Before we delve further into how these hegemonic values are showing up around us, we
need to zoom out and place ourselves in a broader context. What are some key global patterns of the 21st century?
In the past 25 years, there has been a massive push by global elites to reduce the power of nation states and
increase the power of markets and their biggest players, multinational corporations. This liberalization of barriers
to trade and commerce (though not to the movement of people seeking work), coupled with unprecedented
environmental degradation and erosion of labor protections, is called neoliberalism, and there are lots of book and
resources to pull from to explore this in more depth.
At the same time, the 21st century has already see a terrifying rise of far-right authoritarianism not witnessed since
the 1930s. Combining xenophobia, nationalism, and supremacy logic with economic protectionism and populism,
countries from within the EU to India to the US to Brazil to the Philippines have experienced a dramatic and violent
rightward swing. Meanwhile, the real existential threats come not from ‘outsiders,’ minorities, or those from former
colonies trying to survive, but from the interlocking crises of climate, health (as the current Coronavirus pandemic
shows), unsustainable and exclusionary economies, and massive global inequity and injustice, enforced from the
block to the borders with increasingly militarized, increasingly carceral states and para-states (like ISIS).
Hyperconnectivity and technological changes, increasingly globalized markets, a turn towards
authoritarianism and nationalism, and the looming threats of climate catastrophe are all major themes of the
past two decades.

WH A T D OES T HA T ME AN FO R US , H ER E, N O W ?
When we talk to our elders about the past or younger people about the world they are growing up in today, what
are some of the patterns that distinguish our lives in the US in the 21st century from those of the past?
Consider:
•

Unprecedented loneliness and widespread social isolation

•

Unprecedented digital interconnection and constant screen-based demands on our attention

•

The rise in mental illness

•

The rapid development of social media

•

The continued trend of mass incarceration

•

A huge increase in mass shootings and massacres by young white men

•

Layers of response to the climate crisis (despair, denial, distraction, corporate hoarding, and more)

•

‘Data is the New Oil’: rapid development of surveillance, communication, and military technologies

•

What else?

Since this is a session of global perspective taking, it may be useful to recall that these experiences are specific to a
US, global north context, and that even within that there are of course a range of experiences.
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C H AR T I NG PO W E R
Explain that for the rest of the session, we will dive deeper into the hegemonic values of greed, domination, and
forced/high-speed chaos that underlie these experiences. This is especially meaningful in the context of social
isolation, where it is easy to feel that our problems and struggles are personal failings rather than structural realities
that are happening to us collectively. We will identify some local, national, and global examples of how these
values play out as well as their spiritual implications and the toll they take on us and our movements. Track the
conversations on a flip chart; you can workshop each value in the large group, break up into small groups with a
single value, or do an around-the-world exercise where small groups each get a chance to workshop every value.

gr e e d

dom i na t i on

for c e d /
highspe e d
ch aos

re g ion a l /
s ta t e

internatio n a l

n a t i o na l

example s :
corporate
globali z ation, w ater
priviti z ation,
resourc e extraction,
always l ooking f or
new “frontie r s,”
markets & profit s

example s :
energy m onopoli e s,
reservation system,
mass in c arcerat i on,
US health insura nce
system, corpor a te
bailout s , abuse of
workers

example s :
exclusi o n from b asic
rights & common
goods, l ike edu c ation,
unaffor d able
housing, money bail,
gentrif i cation

example s :
mass in c arcerat i on,
cops in school s ,
crimina l ization of
trans f o lks, th e
whole e d ucation
system

example s :
infrast r ucture
project s displa c ing
neighbo r hoods,
‘develop ment’

example s :
deportations, r a pe
culture, missi ng &
murdere d indige n ous
women, s urveill a nce,
militar i sm,
occupat i ons

example s :
climate disast ers,
disaste r capita l ism,
shock d o ctrine,
24-hour ne w s cycle,
media u s ing cri m e
statist i cs
to fear m onger,
social m edia

example s :
trump t w eets,
fake ne w s, whit e
men com m itting
mass cr i mes but no
narrati v e about this
in the p ress
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example s :
develop e r gasli g hting,
perform a tive
community
engagem e nt proc e sses
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GRE ED
Our planet is experiencing unprecedented consolidations of power in the hands of the few, who already
have far, far more than any human or group could need. Greed is a driving value of global social systems,
governments, and economies.
Guiding questions:
•

What are some examples of greed as a hegemonic and systemic value on an international level?

•

What are some examples of greed as a hegemonic and systemic value on a national level?

•

What are some examples of greed as a hegemonic and systemic value on a local level?

Core examples: Unfair taxation, charity models, elite leaders who made crises and profess to fix them,
corporations as people, corporations outside the rules, white colonial taxing (large sections of Africa taxed by
France, for example), privatized healthcare/transportation/housing, etc.
Spiritual implications and examples: Scarcity, hoarding, widening imbalance, rapid and hastened
destruction of bodies and land

D OMIN A T IO N
White supremacy and patriarchy are key elements of domination. The will to dominate and control other
humans’ bodies, minds, actions, and labor is another core hegemonic value of global social systems,
governments, and economies.
Guiding questions:
•

What are some examples of domination as a hegemonic and systemic value on an international level?

•

What are some examples of domination as a hegemonic and systemic value on a national level?

•

What are some examples of domination as a hegemonic and systemic value on a local level?

Core examples: Slavery, colonization, voter suppression, murders by police and ICE, reproductive injustice,
population control, ‘patriarch knows best,’ etc.
Spiritual implications and examples: Internalized inferiority, internationalized superiority, etc.
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Variation for facilitation:
Before the session, collect, print, or copy different images from the US and around the world that show examples
of the three values of greed, domination, and chaos: privatization, colonialism, voter suppression, murders by police
and ICE, Trump, Russian bots, post-Katrina New Orleans, etc. Instruct people to put the images into the categories:
greed, domination and forced/high-speed chaos. Then the whole group can discuss. Why did they put that image
there? What did they notice? Once they have put all the images in the three categories, go over each.
Review all three as a group: greed, domination, and chaos. Do they want to move anything? Do they want to add?
What’s missing? Finally, as a group talk about the spiritual implications. Looking at the categories and the images,
what are the spiritual implications of greed? Of domination? Of forced/high-speed chaos?

FORCED / H I G H -SP EED C H AO S
In order to consolidate and maintain power, elite systems of power force chaos on general populations.
Disaster capitalism and shock doctrine are key examples, and the current US president’s approach to
governing exemplifies this as well. The goal of power holders here is to confuse, control, and demoralize
mass constituencies who might contest or disrupt their power. Interestingly, this value and its tools are
being used more and more often as the nature of power itself is changing: leaders of all kinds come
to power more quickly and struggle harder to hold onto power. This is true of individuals, groups, and
regimes. This value also relies on a fast news and information cycle to keep us confused. There is a
positive side for us in the digital age: an ability to not only wield power at unprecedented levels but to
lose power at an unprecedented rate, often because of public pressure.
Guiding questions:
•

What are some examples of forced/high-speed chaos as an emerging and systemic value on an
international level?

•

What are some examples of forced/high-speed chaos as an emerging and systemic value on a
national level?

•

What are some examples of forced/high-speed chaos as an emerging and systemic value on a
local level?

Core examples: Trump news cycle, Russian bots, family separation, post-Katrina New Orleans, Iraq
War, Missing girls in DC, murder of Black trans women, Venezuela, etc.
Spiritual implications and examples: Cynicism, numbness, emotional weariness, helplessness,
hopelessness, substance abuse (zombie apocalypse, religious fanaticism)
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